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For several classes of commutative rings R it is known that every finitely
generated projective R-modules is isomorphic to a direct sum of a free
w xR-module and an invertible ideal of R. For instance, Steinitz 27 essen-
w xtially proved this for Dedekind domains. Serre 25 proved the same result
for noetherian R of Krull dimension at most one. Our main result is that
the same decomposition of projective modules holds over Witt rings. We
 .note that Witt rings are not domains with two exceptions and are often
far from noetherian.
 .Two sample consequences are: a every finitely generated projective
 .module over a Witt ring R is free iff the reduced stability index st R F 2;
 .b if I is a finitely generated ideal of a Witt ring and I contains an odd
dimensional form then I can be generated by two elements. We also
examine the case where R s WF is the Witt ring of a field F, F ; K is an
odd degree extension, and so WK is a WF-module. We show that if F has
only finitely many orderings and WK is finitely generated WF-projective
then WK is in fact WF-free.
From this point on, R denotes a Witt ring to be precise, an abstract
w x.Witt ring as defined by Marshall 20 . If R has no orderings then R is
local and every finitely generated projective module is free. So we assume
w x throughout that R is real. Serre's result 25 , mentioned above Swan's
w x .formulation 28, p. 176 is the most helpful , implies that if R has only
finitely many orderings then again our main result holds: finitely generated
projectives are the direct sum of a free module and an invertible ideal.
Thus the emphasis here is on the case where R has infinitely many
orderings. The basic tool is a decomposition theorem for invertible ideals
 w x.which is the usual primary decomposition cf. 5 if R has only finitely
many orderings.
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The first section concerns this generalized primary decomposition while
the second proves the main theorem. The third section, which does not
depend on the first two, is a detailed study of the case: F ; K is a field
extension of odd degree, F has only finitely many orderings, and WK is a
finitely generated projective WF-module. This situation is rare but it does
 .arise. We show that if the reduced Witt ring WF is not a group ringred
 .extension of Z then WF f WK, while if WF is a group ring extensionred
 .of Z then WK is an extension by the same group of some Witt ring T.red
As a consequence WK is WF-free. Further, if F is Pythagorean and F ; K
is Galois, we completely determine the possible WK which are WF-free.
w x w xWe follow the notation and terminology of Lam 17 and Marshall 20
with a few changes and additions. All fields have characteristic not two.
For the Witt ring R, X denotes the set of orderings equivalently,R
.signatures on R; we write X when R is the Witt ring of a field F. IfF
 .a g X and r g R then r a denotes the signature of r with respect to a .ÃR
 .  <  . 4If r g R is anisotropic of dimension n then H r is a g X r a s n .ÃR
 .X is given the topology where the H r 's form a basis of closed and openR
 .clopen sets. R denotes the torsion ideal of R and we write W F insteadt t
 .  .of WF . R denotes RrR ; R is again an abstract Witt ring.t red t red
E denotes the group of exponent 2 and order 2 n. The fiber product ofn
 . <two Witt rings R and S is denoted by R # S. Thus R # S s r, s r g R,
 .  .  .4s g S, and dim r ' dim s mod 2 . G denotes the group of one-dimen-R
v v 2  n.sional forms; when R s WF then G s F rF . D 2 denotes the set ofR
n  :  .  n.a g G represented by 2 ? 1 and D ` is D D 2 .R nG 0
An ideal I ; R is regular if I contains a non-zero divisor and strongly
regular if I contains an odd dimensional form. Regular and strongly
 .regular are equivalent if R is not reduced. Pic R denotes the Picard
w xgroup of R and if M is an invertible R-module then M is the class of M
 .in Pic R .
1. DECOMPOSITION OF INVERTIBLE IDEALS
DEFINITION. Let A ; X be clopen and let m g N be odd. We setR
<P A , m s r g R r a ' 0 mod m , for all a g A . 4 .  .  .Ã
 .If m is prime then we call P A, m a P-ideal.
  4.P-ideals are not prime unless A s a . But they will play the same
role in our decomposition that prime ideals do in primary decomposition.
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w xWe recall some notation from 7 . Let I ; R be a strongly regular ideal
and let a g X . Then:R
ÃI a s min r a : r g I , r a / 0 . 4 .  .  .Ã Ã
Note that I strongly regular means I contains an odd dimensional form r
Ã .  . wand that r a cannot be 0. So I a is well-defined. The result we need 7,Ã
Ãx1.10 is: the strongly regular ideal I is invertible iff I: X ª N isR
continuous.
 .LEMMA 1.1. Let P s P A, m , where A ; X is clopen and m g N isR
odd. Then:
m if a g AÃi P a s .  .  1 if a f A
ii P is in¨ertible. .
Proof. First, note that m g P so that P is strongly regular. Next, note
Ã . w xthat i implies P is continuous and so P is invertible 7, 1.10 . We need
 .only show i .
 . <  . <Fix an a g A. By the definition of P A, m we have that r a G m ifÃ
Ã .  .  <  . <  .r a / 0, and so P a G m. And since m g P, min r a : r g P, r a /Ã Ã Ã
Ã4  .0 F m. Thus P a s m.
w xNow fix an a f A. By the Elman]Lam Regularity Theorem 3, 3.2
 . n  .there exist n g N and s g R such that s b s 2 if b g A and s b s 0Ã Ã
l  .if b f A. Pick l with 2 ' 1 mod m . Any multiple of l will do, so we may
 : lyn  .  .  .assume l G n. Set r s 1 y 2 s. Then r A ' 0 mod m and r b s 1Ã Ã
Ã .  .for all b f A. In particular, r g P and r a s 1. Thus P a s 1.Ã
w xThe following generalizes 7, 1.8 , which states: if I is a strongly regular
Ã  .ideal, r an odd dimensional form, and I s r then I s r .Ã
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose I and J are strongly regular, in¨ertible ideals of R
Ã Ãsuch that I ; J and I s J. Then I s J.
y1 w xProof. Set L s IJ ; R, so that I s JL. According to 7, 1.11 there is
t  . w xa 2-power t with J s c , for some c g R. Further, the proof of 7, 1.10 ,
which contains the construction of c in the last paragraph, shows that we
Ãt Ãt .can take c such that c a ) 0 for all orderings a . Thus I s J s c. ThenÃ Ã
w x t  .  .  . t t7, 1.8 gives I s c . Hence c s c L , L s R, and so L s R. Then
I s J.
We will use the basic fact that if I and J are ideals of a commutative
ring A and I q J s A then IJ s I l J that is, if i q j s 1 and x g I l J
.then x s xi q xj g IJ .
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let A and B be clopen subsets of X and let m and n beR
odd natural numbers.
 .  .k  k .i P A, m s P A, m , for all k G 1.
 .  .  .  .  .  .ii If m, n s 1 then P A, m P A, n s P A, m l P A, n s
 .P A, mn .
 .  .  .  .  .iii If A l B s B then P A, m l P B, n s P A, m P B, n .
 .  . .  k . kProof. i By 1.1 i the hat of P A, m sends a to m if a g A, and
 .  .ka to 1 if a f A. The proof of 1.1 shows the hat of P A, m is the same.
 .k  k .  .Clearly P A, m ; P A, m so equality follows from 1.2 .
 .  .ii The second equality follows from the definition of P A, k
 .  .  .while the first equality holds since m, n s 1 implies P A, m q P A, n
s R.
 . w x  .iii The Regularity Theorem 3, 3.2 yields an r g P A, m with1
 .  .  .   ..r A ' 0 mod m and r X _ A s 1 cf. the proof of 1.1 . Similarly,Ã Ã1 1 R
 .  .  .  .there is an r g P B, n with r B ' 0 mod n and r X _ B s 1. SetÃ Ã2 2 R
 .  .I s P A, m q P B, n . We need only show I s R. This is clear if m s 1
or n s 1 so assume m, n G 3.
We will show I s R by showing that I is not contained in any maximal
 < 4ideal of R. The maximal ideals of R are I s r g R dim r even and allR
 .  w x.P a , p , where a g X and p is an odd prime see 17, pp. 244]247 . NowR
 .I o I since the odd m g I. Suppose I ; P a , p for some a g X andR R
 .odd prime p. Then since r g I and r X _ A s 1 we must have a g A.Ã1 1 R
 .Similarly, r g I and r X _ B s 1 implies a g B. This is impossible asÃ2 2 R
 .A l B s B. Hence I s R and iii holds.
The desired decomposition theorem is:
THEOREM 1.4. Let I ; R be an in¨ertible, strongly regular ideal. Then
 < 4there exists a disjoint clopen co¨er A 1 F i F t of X and odd r , . . . , r g Ni R 1 t
such that
t t
I s P A , r s P A , r . .  .F i i i i
is1is1
Ã w xProof. We know I is continuous by 7, 1.10 . X is compact so thatR
Ã Ã .  .  4I X is finite. Write I X s r , . . . , r ; each r is odd since, by defini-R R 1 t i
tion, the strongly regular ideal I contains an odd dimensional form. Set
Ãy1 .  < 4I r s A and note that A 1 F i F t is a disjoint clopen cover of X .i i i R
 .Set J s F P A , r . We will show I s J, which completes the proof sincei i
 .  . .J s P A , r by 1.3 iii .i i
Ã Ã  .Clearly I ; J, so it suffices to show I s J by 1.2 . Fix l, 1 F l F s, and
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 .  .  .a g A . By 1.1 we may find a w g P A , r with w a s r , and forÃl l l l l l
 .  .each i / l we may find a w g P A , r with w a s 1. Set c s w ? wÃi i i i 1 2
Ã Ã .  .  .? . . . ? w . Then c g J and c a s r . Thus J a F r . Also, J - P A , rt n l l l
Ã .implies J a G r . That is, for each l, 1 F l F s, and each a g A we havel l
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .J a s r s I a . So I s J, as desired.l
COROLLARY 1.5. Let I ; R be an in¨ertible, strongly regular ideal. Then
there exist P-ideals P , . . . , P and k , . . . , k g N such that1 s 1 s
I s P k i s P k i .F i i
 .  .k jProof. We need only refine the decomposition of 1.4 . If n s  pj
 .  .k jis the prime factorization of n then P A, n s F P A, p sj
k j  .  . P A, p by 1.3 .j
 .We note that the decomposition of 1.5 is not unique. If A s B j C
 .  .  .with B, C disjoint clopen sets then P A, p s P B, p P C, p .
Let A ; X be clopen. SetR
H A s P A , m g Pic R m odd . 4 .  .  .
w x  n .The following extends 6, 2.8 . Here U Zr2 Z denotes the group of units
of Zr2 nZ.
 .  .LEMMA 1.6. H A is a finite cyclic subgroup of Pic R . In fact, there
 .  n .  4exists n G 2 such that H A is isomorphic to U Zr2 Z r "1 .
 .  . eiProof. We first show H A is a subgroup of Pic R . Let k s  p andi
m s  p f i, where each p is an odd prime and each e , f is non-negative.i i i i
 .  .   .ei.  . f i.  .eiqf iThen P A, k P A, m s P A, p P A, p s P A, p si i i
 e iq f i.  .  . w  .xw  .x P A, p s P A, km by 1.3 . Thus P A, k P A, m si
w  .x  .P A, km g H A .
w xNext, by the Regularity Theorem 3, 3.2 there exist n g N and w g R
 . n  .  n.with w A s 2 and w X _ A s 0. We claim that if m ' "1 mod 2Ã Ã R
w  .x nthen P A, m s 1. Namely, write m s « q 2 l, where « s "1 and l g Z.
Ã :  .  .  .  .  .Set e s « q lw. Then P A, m s e and so P A, m s e by 1.2 .Ã
This proves the claim.
Now choose n G 2 minimal among those integers for which m ' "1
n . w  .xmod 2 implies P A, m s 1. For an odd integer m write m for its
 n .  4image in U Zr2 Z r "1 . Define a map
n  4U Zr2 Z "1 ª H A .  .
by
m ¬ P A , m , .
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We check that this map is well-defined. Suppose k s m so that k ' « m
 n.  n.mod 2 , where « s "1. Now m is odd so that lm ' 1 mod 2 for some
w  .x  n.l g N. The claim gives P A, lm s 1, and since lk ' « mod 2 , also
w  .x w  .xw  .x w  .xw  .xthat P A, lk s 1. Thus P A, l P A, n s 1 s P A, l P A, k and
w  .x w  .xP A, m s P A, k .
 n .  4The map is clearly surjective. Now U Zr2 Z r "1 is cyclic of 2-power
 w x.  .order see 15, IV, Theorem 2 , which already implies H A is cyclic. Also,
if the map is not injective then the kernel must contain the unique element
ny1 ny1of order 2, namely 2 q 1s 2 y 1. Thus if the map is not injective
w  .x  2 ny1.then P A, m s 1 for all m ' "1 mod , which contradicts our
choice of n. Thus the map is an isomorphism.
The use of the decomposition theorem in proving our main result
depends on:
 .COROLLARY 1.7. Let S be a finite set of odd numbers. For each P A, n ,
with A ; X clopen and n odd, there exists an odd m g N such that:R
 .  41 m is prime to S j n , and
 .  .  .2 P A, m f P A, n as R-modules.
 .  k .  4  .Proof. Suppose H A s U Zr2 Z r "1 as in 1.6 . We may choose a
k  .prime q in the arithmetic progression n q t ? 2 t g N that is larger than
 4any number in S by Dirichlet's theorem. Clearly q is prime to S j n .
 k . w  .x w  .x  .And since q ' n mod 2 we have P A, q s P A, n in Pic R . Thus
 .  .P A, q f P A, n as R-modules.
2. PROJECTIVE MODULES
Recall that R denotes the torsion ideal of R and that R denotest red
 . w xRrR . R is again an abstract Witt ring by 20, 4.26 .t red
 .LEMMA 2.1. i E¨ery finitely generated ideal I ; R is nilpotent.t
 .ii If R is not reduced and I ; I is a finitely generated ideal then thereR
exists a non-zero w g R such that wI s 0.
 . n  :  :nq1Proof. i Suppose w is represented by 2 ? 1 . Then 1, yw s
n :  : w x  :2 1, yw s 0 so that 1, yw is nilpotent. By 17, XI, 3.1 these 1, yw
generate R . Thus R is nil. Then I is nil and finitely generated, hencet t
nilpotent.
 .ii Each generator of I can be written as a finite sum of Pfister
 .forms of degree G 1 . Thus I ; I , the ideal generated by these finitely1
many Pfister summands. If we replace each Pfister form generating I by a1
1-fold Pfister form dividing it, we get an ideal I generated by finitely2
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many 1-fold Pfister forms with I ; I ; I . Set I s I q 2 R. It suffices to1 2 3 2
find a non-zero w g R such that wI s 0.3
 :  :.Write I s 1, yh , . . . , 1, yh , with h s y1. We show induc-3 1 t 1
tively that there exists a non-zero Pfister form r such thatk
 :  :.r 1, yh , . . . , 1, yh s 0, for each k, 1 F k F t. For k s 1, choosek 1 k
 :  4  :x g D 1, 1 _ 1 , which is possible as R is not reduced. Then r s 1, yx1
 :  :satisfies r / 0 and r 1, yh s r 1, 1 s 0.1 1 1 1
 :Suppose we have constructed r . If r 1, yh s 0 then takeky1 ky1 k
 :  .r s r . If r 1, yh / 0 then h f D r . From 0 sk ky1 ky1 k k ky1
 :  :  .r 1, yh s r 1, 1 we have y1 g D r and so yh fky1 1 ky1 ky1 k
 .  :  :D r . Set r s 1, h r . Then r / 0 and r 1, yh s 0 forky1 k k ky1 k k i
1 F i F k.
 .Let Proj R denote the set of isomorphism classes of finitely generated
projective R-modules.
 .  .LEMMA 2.2. There is a bijection Proj R ª Proj R gi¨ en by P ¬red
PrR P.t
 w x.Proof. It is a standard result see 4, 22.15 that there is such a
bijection if every finitely generated ideal I ; R is nilpotent. This ist
 . .2.1 i .
We need one other result from ring theory. Recall that a ring A is
connected if the only idempotents of A are 0 and 1. Witt rings are
w xconnected 17, VIII, 6.8 .
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a commutati¨ e connected ring. If P is a finitely
 .generated projecti¨ e A-module then Ann P s 0.A
w x  .Proof. This is 4, 12.2 , which says Ann P s Ae for an idempotent.A
 .  .As 1 f Ann P , e s 0 s Ann P .A A
PROPOSITION 2.4. E¨ery finitely generated projecti¨ e R-module is isomor-
phic to a direct sum of in¨ertible, strongly regular ideals.
Proof. We first assume R is not reduced so that we may use the fact
w xthat R is a Prufer ring 11 . Let P be a finitely generated projectiveÈ
 . R-module. We use induction on the rank of P, rk P . Recall that this is
 .  .well-defined since R is connected and so rk P s rk P for all a , b ga b
 . .Spec R .
Suppose P [ Q f Rn for some n and some R-module Q. Let
n  . np : R ª R be the projections 1 F i F r and let a : P ª R be thei
 .injection. Set I s im p a .i i
Claim. Some I is invertible.i
R is a Prufer ring and each I is finitely generated, so we need only showÈ i
some I is regular. Suppose not, that is, suppose each I ; IR. Theni i
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 . .J ' I is finitely generated and contained in IR. By 2.1 ii for somei
non-zero w g R we then have wJ s 0 and so wI s 0 for 1 F i F n. Fori
 .   ..  .each i we obtain 0 s wI s w p aP s p a wP . Now Fker p s 0i i i i
 .and a is injective so wP s 0. This contradicts 2.3 and proves the claim.
Say that I is invertible. R is not reduced so that I is strongly regular1 1
 .i.e., I ­ I . Then as p a : P ª I is surjective and I is projective, we1 R 1 1 1
 .get P f L [ P for some necessarily projective R-module P . Then1 1 1
 .  .rk P s rk P y 1, so we finish by induction.1
 .We now turn to the case where R is reduced. Set S s R # Zr4Z . We
 .  .4  .note that S is not reduced, S s 0, 0 , 0, 2 , 0, 2 IS s 0, and S s R.t red
 .Let P be a finitely generated projective R-module. By 2.2 there exists a
finitely generated projective S-module Q with P f QrS Q. From the caset
of R not reduced we get
Q f J [ ??? [ J1 k
 .with each J an invertible hence strongly regular ideal of S.i
Now,
R m Q f R m J [ ??? [ RA m J .  .S S 1 S n
and so
P f QrS Q f J rS J [ ??? [ J rS J .  .t 1 t 1 k t k
w xusing 18, p. 417 and R f SrS . Each J rS J is a finitely generated,t i t i
 . w xstrongly regular as S J ; IS ideal of R and so invertible 7, 1.10 .t i
w xIn 5, 3.1 we gave conditions on R that implied that every ideal
containing an odd dimensional form was principal. This was extended to
w x winvertible ideals 6, 2.7 and then to invertible modules that are free 7,
x  .1.17 . We now obtain yet another and probably the last such extension.
COROLLARY 2.5. E¨ery finitely generated projecti¨ e R-module is free iff
 .the reduced stability index st R F 2.
 . w xProof. Combine 2.4 with 7, 1.17 .
The following result is presumably well known. Its proof is included
because it is not quite as obvious as it first appears.
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a commutati¨ e ring with ideals I , I , J , and J .1 2 1 2
Suppose I f J and I f J as A-modules. Then I I f J J as A-modules.1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
Proof. Let a : I ª J be an A-module isomorphism. Let a X be the1 1
X . X .restriction of a to I I . If x g I and y g I then a xy s a x y g J I .1 2 1 2 1 2
Thus a X: I I ª J I is a well-defined A-module map. Further, a X is an1 2 1 2
isomorphism since a is. We get I I f J I . Similarly, J I f J J and so1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
I I f J J .1 2 1 2
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let I, J ; R be in¨ertible, strongly regular ideals. Then
there exists an in¨ertible, strongly regular ideal I such that:0
 .i I f I as R-modules and0
 .ii I q J s R.0
 .Proof. Use the decomposition theorem 1.4 to find disjoint clopen
 < 4  < 4covers A 1 F i F s and B 1 F j F t of X and odd numbers n , mi j R i j
such that
s t
I s P A , n , J s P B , m . .  . i i j j
is1 js1
 . t  . t  .Now P A , n s F P A l B , n s  P A l B , n , where the1 1 js1 1 j 1 is1 1 j 1
 .first equality follows immediately from the definition of P A, n and the
 . .second equality is 1.3 iii . We may thus assume there is a disjoint clopen
 < 4cover C 1 F k F r of X and odd numbers n , m such thatk R k k
r r
I s P C , n , J s P C , m . .  . k k k k
ks1 ks1
 < 4Set S s m 1 F k F r . For each k we may find a q g N prime tok k
 4  .  .  . r  .S j n such that P C , q f P C , r by 1.7 . Set I s  P C , q ;k k k k k 0 ks1 k k
 .note that I f I by 2.6 . Further, q is in I and prime to m , which0 k 0 k
is in J. Thus I q J s R.0
THEOREM 2.8. Let R be a Witt ring. Any finitely generated projecti¨ e
R-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of a free R-module F and an
in¨ertible, strongly regular ideal I. Further, F and I are unique up to
isomorphism.
Proof. We know a finitely generated projective R-module is isomorphic
 .  .to a finite direct sum of invertible, strongly regular ideals 2.4 . Thus it
suffices to show I [ J f IJ [ R for invertible, strongly regular ideals
I, J ; R. Choose an invertible, strongly regular ideal I such that I f I0 0
 .and I q J s R using 2.7 . The sequence0
0 ª I l J ª I = J ª R ª 00 0
 .is exact the map I = J ª R is addition . Since R is a projective R-mod-0
 .ule, I = J f R [ I l J . Now I l J s I J as I and J are relatively0 0 0 0 0
 .prime. Thus I [ J f I = J f R [ I J f R [ IJ by 2.6 .0 0
For uniqueness, suppose I [ F f J [ G with I and J invertible ideals,
 .and F and G finitely generated free R-modules. Then 1 q rank F s
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 .  .  .  .  .rank I [ F s rank J [ G s 1 q rank G . Thus rank F s rank G and
 w x.F f G. Using exterior products see 26, Proposition 23 ,
I f H n I [ F f H n J [ G f J , .  .
 .where n s rank I [ F .
 .  .In the following, K R denotes the usual K -group of Proj R while0 0
Ä  .  .K R denotes the quotient of K R by the subgroup generated by0 0
 w x.finitely generated free R-modules see 26, p. 28 .
Ä .  .  .  .COROLLARY 2.9. K R f Z [ Pic R and K R f Pic R .0 0
For the following result only, when M is an R-module we write M  t . for
 .M [ M [ ??? [ M t times . The reason for the unusual notation is that,
when I ; R is an ideal, we can distinguish between the R-module I 2. s I
[ I and the ideal I 2 s I ? I, for example.
COROLLARY 2.10. Let P be a finitely generated projecti¨ e R-module. Then
there exists a 2-power t such that P  t . is free.
 .Proof. The proof of 2.8 showed that if I is an invertible, strongly
regular ideal then I [ I f I 2 [ R and, more generally, that I  t . f I t [
R ty1.. Write P s I [ F for some free R-module F. Then P  t . f I  t . [
 t . t wF f I [ G, for some free R-module G. The result then follows from 7,
tx1.11 , which says I is principal for some 2-power t.
COROLLARY 2.11. Let I ; R be an in¨ertible ideal. Then I can be
generated by two elements.
 .Proof. I invertible implies I is projective and so 2.8 gives I [ I f R
 2 . w x[ M for some R-module M in fact M f I . Theorem 4 of 13 says this
condition implies I can be generated by two elements.
w xCorollary 2.11 is somewhat surprising. Schulting 24 showed that even inÈ
 .a Prufer domain most of our Witt rings R are Prufer rings there can beÈ È
ideals that cannot be generated by just two elements. Now it is true that
every ideal can be generated by two elements in a one-dimensional PruferÈ
w x w xdomain 22 and that dim R s 1. But, as discussed by Heitmann in 12 ,
 .when zero divisors are allowed R is not a domain unless R s Z , one
expects the 2-generation property to hold generally only for zero-dimen-
sional Prufer rings. And our Witt ring R is not even a Prufer ring if R isÈ È
w xreduced and R / Z. See 10 also.
COROLLARY 2.12. Let P be a finitely generated projecti¨ e R-module. Then
 .P has a finite free resolution FFR iff P is free.
Proof. Suppose P has a FFR. Then there is a finitely generated free
w xR-module G such that P [ G is free 16, Theorem 180 . Write P s I [ F,
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where I is an invertible, strongly regular ideal and F is a free R-module,
 .  .using 2.8 . Since I [ F [ G s P [ G is free, the uniqueness part of 2.8
implies I is free and so P is free.
3. ODD DEGREE EXTENSIONS
Suppose F ; K is a field extension of odd degree. Then WK may be
 .viewed as a WR-module: if q g WF and w g WK then qw ' q m K w.
w xVery little is known about the structure of WK 9 has most of what is
.known . Our interest is particularly in the class of noetherian WK, where
WF has elementary type, which is a potential source of counter-examples
 w xto the elementary type conjecture see 20, pp. 122]123 for a discussion
.and statement of the conjecture .
Here we examine the highly specialized case in which WK is a finitely
generated projective WF-module. The idea is simply that, in the absence of
good general results on WK, it seems best to start with a special case. This
particular special case was chosen since it leads to results. Indeed, we show
< <projective WK must in fact be free WF-modules if X - ` and weF
completely determine the possible projective WK if F ; K is Galois and
WF is reduced, noetherian.
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a commutati¨ e ring and let M be a projecti¨ e
R-module. Let P ; R be a prime ideal and let Q ; R be a P-primary ideal.
Suppose ax s qy for some a g R _ Q, q g Q, and x, y g M. Then x g PM.
Proof. Set R s RrQ and M s MrQM. Then M is R-projective. We
have a split exact sequence
w
I0 ª N ª R ¡ M ª 0
c
for some index set I and some R-module N. For r g R and m g M let r
denote r q Q g R and let m denote m q QM g M. We have ax s qy s 0
I .  4  .  .  4as q s 0. Let c x s r g R . Then 0 s c ax s ac x s a r . Thusi i
for all i g I, ar s 0. Now a f Q and Q is P-primary, so we get r g P fori i
Iall i g I. Let e denote the element of R with all coordinates 0 except thei
 .ith coordinate, which equals 1. Then c x s r e is a finite sum andi i
x s wc x s w r e s r w e . .  . . i i i i
Thus x s x q QM g PM and so x g PM.
 . w xPresumably 3.1 is well known. There is a partial converse in 21 .
We introduce some of the notation to be used throughout this section.
Let F ; K be a field extension of odd degree. Then i#: WF ª WK will
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 .denote the injection i# q s q m K. We will sometimes blur the distinc-
 .  .tion between q and i# q . For an anisotropic form q over F, D qF
v  .denotes the set of a g F represented by q while D q denotes the setK
v  .of a g K represented by i# q .
COROLLARY 3.2. Let F ; K be a field extension of odd degree. Suppose
WK is a projecti¨ e WF-module. Then:
 . v v 2  :  : v 2i For all a g F _ F , D 1, ya s D 1, ya K .K F
 .  .  . v 2ii For any anisotropic q g WF, D q s D q K .K F
 .  .iii If F is formally real then W K s i# W F .t t
 .iv If F is formally real Pythagorean then so is K.
 . v  :  : :Proof. i Suppose k g K and k g D 1, ya . Then 1, a 1, yk (K
 : :  : w x  :1, 1 1, yk in WK. Now Q s 1, 1 WR is IF-primary 5, 1.1 and 1, a
 :  .f Q. Thus 1, yk g IF ? WK by 3.1 . Write
 :  : :1, yk s 1, yb y , i i
where each b g F ? and each y g K v. Taking signed determinants yieldsi i
k ' b mod K v 2 . i
2 v v  : :Write k s cl with c g F and l g K . Then 1, a 1, yc s 0 in WK
 : 2and so also in WF by Springer's theorem. So c g D 1, ya and k s clF
 : v 2g D 1, ya K .F
 .  .ii This follows from i by a simple induction on dim q.
 .  .  m :.  .iii Let D ` denote D D 2 1 ; define D ` similarly.K mG1 K F
 .  . v 2  .  :Then D ` s D ` K by ii . W K is generated additively by 1, ywK F t
 . w x  .with w g D ` 17, XI, 3.1 . Thus W K s i# W F .K t t
 .  .iv W F s 0 implies W K s 0 by iii .t t
We will consider ring monomorphisms w : R ª S, where R and S are
reduced Witt rings. Such a w must send one-dimensional forms of R to
one-dimensional forms of S the quickest proof, in our case, is to note that
2  : .only one-dimensional forms satisfy x s 1 in reduced Witt rings . Let
 .G similarly, G denote the multiplicative group of one-dimensionalR S
forms of R. For instance, G s F vrF v 2 if R s WF. Then the monomor-R
phism w : R ª S induces a map, also denoted by w, from G to G . NoteR S
 .  .  :.that w 1 s 1 and w y1 s y1 as w 1, y1 s 0.
LEMMA 3.3. Let F ; K be a field extension of odd degree. Suppose WK is
a projecti¨ e WF-module. Set R s WFrW F and S s WFrW K. Then theret t
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exists a ring monomorphism w : R ª S such that for all a g G , a / 1 weR
ha¨e
 : :D 1, yw a s w D 1, ya . .  .
 .  .Proof. Define w : R ª S by w q q W F s i# q q W K. w is a ringt t
 .  .monomorphism since i# W F s W K by 3.2 and i# is injective. Notet t
v  . v  .  .  . v 2  .that G s F rD ` , G s K rD ` , and D ` s D ` K by 3.2 .R F S K K F
Now for a g G , a / 1,R
 :D 1, yw a .
< ::s b g G y w a , yb s 0 in S 4 .S
v  ::s b g K rD ` y a, yb g W K 4 .K t
v m ::s b g K rD ` 2 y a, yb s 0 in WK , some m G 0 4 .K
v m ::s b g K rD ` b g D 2 y a , some m G 0 . 4 .  .K K
 . .By 3.2 ii we get
 :D 1, yw a .
Ç v 2 v 2 m v 2<  ::s b g FK rD ` K b g D 2 y a K , some m G 0 .  . 4F F
 ::s w b b g G and y a, yb s 0 in R 4 . R
 :s w D 1, ya . B .
We now restrict to noetherian reduced Witt rings where we can use the
Classification Theorem: every noetherian reduced Witt ring arises from
 .copies of Z assembled by a succession of fiber products over Zr2Z and
 .group ring extensions by finite groups of exponent two . This was proven
w x w xfor Witt rings of fields by Brocker 1 and Craven 2 and for abstract WittÈ
w xrings, needed here, by Marshall 19 . For our purposes, the best presenta-
w xtion of this theorem is in 20, Chap. 6 .
We also need some of the notations and results from the form theoretic
w xproof of the Classification Theorem given in 8 . For a reduced noetherian
 .   4 <  :  44  .Witt ring R, M R s a g G _ 1 D 1, a s 1, a . For a, b g M RR
 .  .write a ; b if a s b or ab g M R . Call a and b equivalent a f b if
 .there exist c , . . . , c g M R such that a ; c ; c ; ??? ; c ; b. The1 k 1 2 k
 .  . w x  .  .results we need are: i M R generates G 8, 1.2 , ii if a, b g M R areR
 : w x  .  .not equivalent then b g D 1, ya 8, 1.3 , and iii M R consists of t
equivalence classes iff R is the fiber product of t factors, each of which is
w x  w x .Z or a group ring 8, p. 41 here we always view Z E as Z # Z .1
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LEMMA 3.4. Let R and S be reduced noetherian Witt rings. Suppose
 4w : R ª S is a ring monomorphism such that if a g G _ 1 thenR
  .:   :. w xD 1, yw a s w D 1, ya . If R is not isomorphic to Z E for somem
w xm G 0 then S is isomorphic to R E for some n G 0.n
< < < <Proof. Since w is injective, G G G . We argue by induction onS R
< < < < < < < <  .G y G . If G s G then w G s G and w : R ª S is surjective.S R S R R S
w x < < < <Thus S f R s R E , as desired. So suppose G ) G .0 S R
w xWe first assume R is a group ring. Write R s R E for some m G 10 m
and some reduced noetherian Witt ring R which is not a group ring. By0
 .hypothesis, R / Z either. For each 1 / t g E , w t is bi-rigid in S since0 m
<   .: < <   :. < <  : <  .D 1, " w t s w D 1, " t s D 1, " t s 2. Thus w E is disjointm
from the basic part B of S. We can find a subgroup H, B ; H ; G ,S S S
 . w  .x  w x.such that G s H = w E . This implies S f S w E f S E , forS m 0 m 0 m
w xsome reduced noetherian Witt ring S , by 20, 5.19 .0
 .  .We claim that w R ; S . Suppose not. Let a g G with w a f G .0 0 R S0 0
 .  .Then w a s bt for some b g G and 1 / t g E . But then w a isS m0
bi-rigid and so a is bi-rigid. This implies R is a group ring or Z, a0
contradiction. Our hypotheses then apply to w : R ª S and, since m G 1,0 0
< < < < m < < < <. < < < <G y G - 2 G y G s G y G . By induction then, S fS R S R S R 00 0 0 0w x x x w xw x w xR E for some k G 0 and S f S E f R E E f R E , as de-0 k 0 m 0 k m k
sired.
 .  .Next we assume R is not a group ring. We note that M S l w G sR
  .. <   .: < <  : <w M R since D 1, yw a s 2 iff D 1, ya s 2.
 .  .  .  .Case 1. w x fu w y for some x, y g M R . We first show M S s
  ..  .   ..w M R . Suppose instead that there exists an m g M S _ w M R .
 .  .  .Then m is not equivalent to at least one of w x and w y , say m fu w x .
w x   .:   :.  .Then by 8, 1.3 , m g D 1, yw x s w D 1, yx ; w G . So m gR
 .  .   ..M S l w G s w M R , a contradiction.R
 .   ..  .  .Thus M S s w M R , M S generates G , and M R generates G .S R
 .So w G s G and R f S.R S
 .  .  .Case 2. w x f w y for all x, y g M R . We first show that any
 .  .  .m g M S is equivalent to any w x , x g M R . Otherwise, we again have
  .:    .:.  .  .  .m g D 1, yw x s w D 1, yw x ; w G and m g M S l w GR R
  ..  .  .s w M R . Write m s w y for some y g M R . Then the assumption in
 .  .this case gives m s w y f w x , a contradiction.
 . < < < <Thus M S consists of just one equivalence class. Now G ) G G 2S R
w 4xso S / Z. Hence S is a group ring extension S 1, t for some reduced0
noetherian Witt ring S and some t such that t 2 s 1. Each element of0
tG is bi-rigid while no element of G is bi-rigid we have been assumingS R0
.  .R is not a group ring since just before Case 1 . Hence tG l w G s B.S R0
 .Thus w R ; S . The hypotheses of this lemma apply to w : R ª S and0 0
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< < < < < < < < w xG y G - G y G . By induction, S f R E for some n G 0 andS R S R 0 n0 w xthen S f R E .nq1
 .We next treat the one case missing from 3.4 .
LEMMA 3.5. Let R and S be reduced noetherian Witt rings. Suppose
 4w : R ª S is a ring monomorphism such that if a g G _ 1 thenR
  .:   :. w xD 1, yw a s w D 1, ya . If R s Z E for some n G 0 then:n
 . w xi S f T E for some reduced noetherian Witt ring T , andn
 .   . .ii S is a free R-module with r ? s ' w r s .
 .  .  .  4Proof. i Each 1 / x g E is bi-rigid and so each w x g w E _ 1n n
w  .x w xis bi-rigid in S. Hence S f T w E f T E for some reduced, noethe-n n
w xrian Witt ring T 20, 5.19 .
 .ii T is a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group. Thus there is
m  .an additive group isomorphism c : T ª Z s Z [ Z [ ??? [ Z, m times
for some m. Let p : Zm ª Z be the projection onto the jth component.j
Set Rm s R [ R [ ??? [ R, m times, and let p : Rm ª R be the projec-j
tion onto the jth component.
m   ..   ..Define x : S ª R so that p x  t ? x s  p c t x, wherej x g E x x g E j xn n
each t g T. x is clearly additive. We check that x is an R-module map.x
 .  < 4Note that w R s  n x n g Z ; S. Let r s kx and s s ty, forx g E x xn
some k g Z, t g T , and x, y g E . By additivity, it is enough to check thatn
 .  .x rs s rx s . Now
p x rs s p x kt xy .  . .  .j j
s p c kt xy . .j
s kp c t xy . .j
s kxp x ty s rp x s . .  . .  .j j
 .  .Hence x rs s rx s .
 .x is injective since if x  t x s 0 then for all j and all x g E wex g E x nn
  ..  .have p f t s 0. Thus for all x g E , c tx s 0 and so tx s 0, as c isj x n
 . man isomorphism. Last, let ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ g R with ¨ s  u x for1 m j x g E x jnm .some u g Z. Set u s u , . . . , u g Z . c is surjective, so therex j x x1 x m
 .  .exists a t g T such that c t s u for each x g E . Then x t x s ¨ ,x x x n x
mand so x is an isomorphism S ª R .
THEOREM 3.6. Let F ; K be a field extension of odd degree. Suppose
< <1 F X - ` and that WK is a finitely generated projecti¨ e WF-module.F
 .  . w x1 If WF is not isomorphic to Z E for some n G 0 thenred n
WK f WF.
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 .  . w x  .2 If WF is isomorphic to Z E for some n G 0 then WK fred n red
w x < <T E , for some reduced noetherian Witt ring T with X odd.n T
 .3 WK is a free WF-module.
 .  .Proof. Set R s WF and S s WK . For an ordering a on a Wittred red
 . ring, let pc a denote the positive cone of a that is, the subgroup of
 : .one-dimensional forms a such that a ) 0 . There is a bijectiona
 .   ..p : X ª X , where p a is the unique ordering on R with pc p aF F R F F
 .  .s pc a rD ` . Similarly, there is a bijection p : X ª X .F K K S
< < < < w x < < < < w x < <Now X s X - ` and, by 23, III, 4.5 , X s X F K : F X -R F S K F
w x`. Thus R and S are noetherian 20, 6.4 . There exists a ring monomor-
 4   .:   :.phism w : R ª S such that for a g G _ 1 , D 1, yw a s w D 1, yaR
 .  .  .by 3.3 . Specifically, w q q W F s I# q q W K. For a given a g X lett t F
 .  < 4 <  . < w xX a s b g X : b F s a . Each X a is odd 23, III, 4.5 . For a g XK R
 .   .  .   ..4let X a s b g X : pc b l w G s w pc a . Thenr S R
X p a s b g X : pc b > w pc p a .  .  . 4 .  . .r F S F
s b g X : pc b > w pc a rD ` 4 .  .  . .S K
s p X a . . .K
<  . <In particular, X a is odd for all a g X .r R
w x  . w xNow suppose we are in Case 1: R fu Z E . Then by 3.4 , S f R E forn m
<  . < < < msome m G 0. Thus for a g X , X a s E s 2 . Hence m s 0 andR r m
S f R. In particular, w : R ª S is surjective and so i#: WF ª WK is
  .  ..surjective as i# W F s W K by 3.2 . Hence WK f WF.t t
w x  .Next suppose we are in Case 2: R f Z E for some n G 0. Then 3.5n
w xgives S f T E , for some reduced noetherian Witt ring T. Fix a g X .n R
<  . < < < < <To complete Case 2 we need only show X a s X , since then X isr T T
odd.
 4  .Write G s "1 = E and G s G = E . Let b g X a . ThenR n S T n r
 .  .  4  .   4.pc b l G s pc a ; "1 = E . Now pc b l G = 1 is a sub-R n T
 .group of G of index 2 and does not contain y1, and if a g pc b l GT T
 :  .  .  .and b g D 1, a and then b g pc b l G . Thus pc b l G s pc gT T T
 .  .  .for some g g x . So pc b s pc g pc a . Conversely, if g g X thenT T
 .  .pc g pc a is a subgroup of G of index 2 that does not contain y1. LetS
 .  .  :  :a g pc g , a g pc a , and b g D 1, a a . If a / 1 then D 1, a a1 2 S 1 2 2 S 1 2
 4  .  .  :  .s 1, a a and so b g pc g pc a . If a s 1 then b g D 1, a ; pc g .1 2 2 S 1
 .  .  .  .  .Thus pc g pc a s pc b for some b g X , and as pc a ; pc b , b gS
 .X a . We haver
pc b : b g X a s pc g pc a : g g X . 4  4 .  .  .  .r T
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 .  .  .  .Last, if g / g in X then clearly pc g pc a / pc g pc a . Hence1 2 T 1 2
<  . < < <X a s X .r T
 .Last, we prove 3 . This is trivial in Case 1, so suppose we are in Case 2.
 .Then S is a finitely generated free R-module 3.5 . Consider the bijection
 .  .  . k  .c : Proj WF ª Proj R of 2.2 . Write S f R . Then c WK s WKrW Ft
 .k . k? WK s WKrW K s S and c WF s R f S. Since c is a bijection ont
k .isomorphism classes, we obtain WK f WF is a free WF-module.
Suppose F ; K is a field extension of odd degree, WF fu WK, and WK is
w xWF-projective. In 9, 3.3 we showed that each ordering on F has more
<  . <than one extension to K. That is, X a ) 1 for all a g X , using theF
 .notation introduced in the proof of 3.6 . We may refine this result in the
< <case in which X - ` and WK is finitely generated over WF.F
COROLLARY 3.7. Let F ; K be a field extension of odd degree. Suppose
< <X - `, WF fu WK, and WK is a finitely generated WF-projecti¨ e module.F
<  . <Then there exists an odd n G 3 such that X a s n for all a g X .F
 .Proof. We refer to the proof of 3.6 . We are in Case 2 so that
 . w x  . w x < <R ' WF s Z E and S s WK s T E , where X is odd. Setred red T
< <n s X ; n / 1 else T s Z and WK s WF. The second paragraph of theT
<  . < <   .. <proof gives X a s X p a and the fifth paragraph concludes thatr F
<   .. < < < <  . <X p a s X . Hence X a s n.r F T
When the extension F ; K is Galois and F is Pythagorean we can
 . .completely determine the Witt rings T that arise in 3.6 2 .
 .THEOREM 3.8. 1 Suppose F ; K is a Galois extension of odd degree, WF
is a reduced noetherian Witt ring, and WK is a finitely generated projecti¨ e
WF-module. Then for some m G 0 and odd n G 1:
 . w xa WF f Z E .m
 .  .w xb WK f Z # Z # ??? # Z E , with n copies of Z.m
 .2 Gi¨ en any m G 0 and odd n G 1 there exists a Galois extension
 .  .F ; K of odd degree such that a and b hold. In particular, WK is WF-free.
 .  .  . .  .Proof. 1 We know a by 3.6 2 and that WK is reduced by 3.2 , so
w xWK f T E for some reduced noetherian Witt ring T with an oddm
U number of orderings. Let t , . . . , t be a basis for E . Let X s a g1 m m K
4  < U4X : t ) 0 for 1 F i F m . Then X s a T : a g X . Further, if s gK i a T K
 .  U . UGal KrF then s fixes t , . . . , t so that s X ; X .1 m K K
< < Now X is odd so T is not a group ring. Write following theT
w x.Classification Theorem 20, Chap. 6 T s R # ??? # R , with each R a1 s i
group ring or Z. X s D X is odd so at least one R , say R , is Z. ThenT R i 1i
 41 = G = ??? = G is the positive cone of an ordering on T , say a . LetR R T2 s
a be the unique extension of a to X U.T K
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 .Suppose the reduced stability index st T G 2. Then there is a four-ele-
ment fan, that is, a , a , a , a in X such that a l a l a ; a . Let1 2 3 4 T 1 2 3 4
b , 1 F i F 4, be the extension of a to X U. Then b l b l b ; bi i K 1 2 3 4
 .  .since the positive cone of b , pc b , equals pc a E . F ; K Galoisi i i m
 .  .  <implies there exists a s g Gal KrF such that a s s b that is, a F s4
<   .  .4 <E s b F and s b : s g Gal KrF gives all extensions of b F tom 4 4 4
.  .  .  .K . Thus s b l s b l s b ; a . Restriction to T shows a is1 2 3 T
 .part of a four-element fan: g l g l g ; a for some distinct1 2 3 T
g , g , g g X .1 2 3 T
 .However, we claim that for any g g X , g / a , that y1, 1, . . . , 1 g gT T
  . .here y1, 1, . . . , 1 g G = G = ??? = G s G . If the claim is falseR R R T1 2 s
 .then 1, y1, . . . , y1 g g and so 1 = G = ??? = G ;R R2 s
  .:D 1, 1, y1, . . . , y1 ; g . Thus a ; g and so a s g , a contradiction.T T
 .By the claim then y1, 1, . . . , 1 g g l g l g ; a , which is impossi-1 2 3 T
 .ble. Hence st T s 1 and T s Z # ??? # Z, with n copies of Z. Last, n is
< <odd since X s n is odd.T
 .2 First, we note that it suffices to find a Galois extension F ; K of
 .odd degree with WF s Z and WK s Z # ??? # Z n copies . Write K s
 .  .F u and let f x be the irreducible polynomial of u over F. It is easy to
 .  ..  .. .  ..check that f x is still irreducible over F t and that F t u s K t
 ..  .. w x  ..is Galois over F t of odd degree. Further, WF t s Z E and WK t1
 .w x  .s Z # ??? # Z E same n copies of Z . Repeat this operation to get for1
w x any m, F ; K Galois of odd degree with WF s Z E and WK s Z0 0 0 m 0
.w x# ??? # Z E .m
Fix n odd. Note there is a cyclic extension Q ; L of order n. Namely,
find a prime p congruent to 1 mod n. Let z be a primitive pth root of
 . <unity. Q ; Q z is cyclic of order p y 1. Since n p y 1 there is a cyclic
subextension Q ; L of order n.
 .  .Write L s Q u and let f x be the irreducible polynomial of u over Q.
 .  .Note that since deg f x is odd, at least one root of f x , say u , is real. So
 .L ; R. Let F be a maximal subfield of Q l R such that f x remains
 .irreducible over F here Q is the algebraic closure of Q .
We check that F is Euclidean, that is, WF s Z. F is formally real since
’ .  .F ; R. Suppose F has a positive in R non-square a. Then F a ; Q l
’ .  .R so by the maximality of F we have that f x factors over F a . Thus
’ ’ ’ ’w  .  .x w  . x w  . xF a , u : F a - n and so F a , u : F - 2n. But 2 s F a : F
’w  . x w  . xand n s F u : F divide F a , u : F , which is impossible as n is odd.
 .  .We next check that F ; F u is cyclic of degree n. F u is the splitting
 .  .  .field of f x over F since Q u is the splitting field of f x over Q.
w  . x  .F u : F s n as f x is irreducible over F by construction. And lifting
 .  .  .automorphisms of Q u s L to F u shows that F ; F u is cyclic. Set
 .K s F u .
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Now we show that K is Pythagorean. Suppose b g K 2, b f K 2. Then
 .F b rF is cyclic of degree m, for some m dividing n, since KrF is cyclic.
  . . i .  .Let s generate Gal F b rF and set b s s b , 0 F i - m here b s b .i 0
2  2 .Note that each b g K since we may lift s to K and then s K ;i
2  .2 2 2K . Also, no b g F b else b g K and so b g K .i i
 .  2 .Let g x be the irreducible polynomial of b over F. Then g x is the
’ ’w  . xirreducible polynomial of b over F; note that F b : F s 2m s
  ..  .2 deg g x . Set E s F b , . . . , b . Then E is Galois over F since it’ ’0 my1
2 .  .is the splitting field of g x . Further, E ; Q l R as each b ) 0. F b ; Ei
w x rso E : F s m ? 2 for some r, 1 F r F m.
 .   ..Now Gal ErF is solvable since Gal ErF b is an elementary 2-group
  . . w w x.and Gal F b rF is cyclic. By Halls' theorem cf. 14, II, 7.14 there exists
 .a subgroup H of order m in Gal ErF . Let E be the fixed field of H.0
rw xWe have F ­ E ; E ; Q l R and E : F s 2 .0 0
We will contradict the maximality of F and so finally show K is
.  .Pythagorean if we show f x is irreducible over E . Suppose instead that0
 . w  . x w  . x rf x factors over E . Then E u : E s l - m and E u : F s l ? 2 .0 0 0 0
 .  . w x w  . xBut K s F u ; E u so that n s K : F divides E u : F . Thus n0 0
 .divides l, as n is odd, and m F n F l, which is impossible. This shows f x
is irreducible over E , contradicting the maximality of F, and gives K0
Pythagorean.
w xLast, K ; Q implies K is SAP 3, Example 1, p. 1177 . So WK s Z
< <# ??? # Z, with n copies of Z and with n s X odd.K
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